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Abstract: The use of gaseous fuels issued from waste products or wood pyrolysis will help to fulfill the
Kyoto targets concerning Green House Effect gas emissions. However, the use of these fuels in the actual
dry low NOx lean premixed combustors is difficult because of their low LHV level (<25% natural gas) and
of their composition variability. The aim of the present work is to compare stability combustion domains and
flame structures between G20 (100%CH4) and a biogas issued from waste methanisation (61% CH4,
34%CO2 and 5%N2) in a lean gas turbine premixed combustion configuration. A parametrical study has
been conducted in a way to characterize the influence of equivalence ratio variation (from 0.8 to 0.6) while
mean inlet velocity is kept constant (30 m/s). The experimental burner is composed of a cylindrical quartz
combustion chamber (200x800mm) placed in a pressurized and cooled casing with three large optical
accesses. Downstream, a converging nozzle with variable section allows the pressure in the combustion
chamber to rise up to 0.8Mpa. The combustion air can be pre-heated up to 600°C. The fuel/air mixture
injector is an axial swirler injector of 20mm diameter with a coaxial bluff-body. All presented measurements
are performed in atmospheric conditions. Laser Doppler Velocimetry provides axial and radial velocities
profiles. CH* chemiluminescence measurements are performed with an ICCD camera in order to
characterize structure and intensity of the reaction zone. Simultaneous temporal acquisition of chamber
pressure and global CH* emission are performed in order to describe flame instability. When fuel is turned
from methane to biogas, it is observed that burner operating range is decreased. The performed
measurements allow a fine description of the modifications of flame structure and instability frequencies. In
particular, reaction zone extent is increased towards recirculation zones. This result can be explained by
burning velocity modification resulting from CO2 dilution.

1. Introduction
During the last decade, hydrocarbon fuels have become increasingly expensive. The predictions of
oil stocks, in constant increase until recently, tend to stagnate, which causes a rise in the tariffs.
Many countries, without being concerned with ecology, seek to be freed from the dependence of oil.
All these parameters make it profitable for the production of biomass fuels or reforming gas for
combustion.
There are also ecological arguments for the developments of biogas. Indeed, the Kyoto protocol
(and others agreements) imposes more and more stringent standards meaning that CO2 and others
green house effect gas emissions have to be reduced. A way of reducing these emissions is to burn
biomass fuels: the CO2 released into the atmosphere would have been released anyway by
decomposition even without combustion. In addition, the CH4 that would have been released during
the decomposition process is burned into CO2, which has a lower green house effect value than
CH4. Gas turbines are currently the most commonly used method for industry to produce on-site
heat and electric power. Recently, great progress has been made in the clean combustion of natural
gas through the use of dry low emission technologies, based on lean premixed combustion. The
objective of the AFTUR (Alternative Fuel for industrial gas TURbine [1]) project is to extend this
capability to a wider range of potentially commercial fuel types and to contribute to the
optimisation of alternative fuel powered gas turbines. Many fuels have been selected for this project
(liquid and gaseous [1][2]), and one of them is obtained by waste methanisation. The combustion of
this biogas represents the main subject of this paper. First, velocity field of the reactive flow is
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studied thanks to LDV measurements. The fuel for this reference case is methane. Secondly, a study
of the fully premixed methane-air flame is carried out. CH* radicals emission intensity and pressure
fluctuations have been measured to set up a reference under a range of equivalence ratios (or φ)
from 0.8 (stable flame) to 0.6 (close to extinction). Finally, the same study is carried out with the
waste methanisation gas. For a well argued discussion and comparison, some results, like the size of
reaction zone are compared and explained using results computed with Cantera1 code [3], GRI 3.02
mechanism, and LDV results.
2. Experimental set up
2.1 Burner

Experimental set up presented Figure 1 is composed of an air-fuel mixture supply line, an axial
swirl injector with a swirl number equal to 0.92, and a combustion chamber equipped with a full
optical access to allow optical diagnosis. This arrangement allows us to mix fuel and air far
upstream injection to ensure a fully premixed combustion. The swirl injector diameter D0 is 20mm
and the bluff-body one is 10mm.
Injection exit
The combustion chamber diameter is 80mm and its
Combustion chambre
Fuel-air
mixture injection
length is 250mm. A cold air stream is injected along
the combustion chamber walls, both for cooling it
and for diluting hot gases produced by combustion.
Mixing between hot products and cooling air takes
Converging nozzle
place far downstream, at 300mm downstream of the
injection exit. Pressure in the combustion chamber
Injection exit
Vanes (50°)
can be settled by adjusting a converging nozzle
placed at the exit of the chamber. Both hot gases and
cooling air pass through this sonic throat. Further
Fuel air
mixture
information concerning burner arrangements is
provided in [4][5].
2.2 Diagnosis

Bluff-body

LDV measurements have been performed with a two
colours, dual beam TSI system and ZrO2 particles
(diameters of particles are between 0.5 and 5 µm).
Figure 1: Experimental arrangement and axial swirl injector
The centrifugal effect of the swirl flow is a wellknown problem for the seeding homogeneity, but the most important problem has occurred with the
frosting of the quartz tube by the abrasive particles (especially with reactive flow). In addition,
planar and cylindrical glasses induce a lot of light reflection and diffraction. The results of LDV
presented here have been obtained by TAUPIN [4]. To detect flame structure, a CH* radicals
chemiluminescence system is used [6][7][8]. It is composed of a band pass filter centred at 410nm,
and a 16 bits ICCD camera (Princeton 512x512). Abel inversion is performed to provide an
accurate planar visualisation of reaction zone. It consists of an image processing that gives a 2D
visualisation of the reaction zone from a flame-thickness-integrated image: each pixel is weighted
according to its distance from the axis of the flame. Quantitative information for further
comparisons between fuels is provided by the images of flames (average and RMS images are
computed with 300 instantaneous images). Values of CH* emission are normalized by the
maximum of methane-air flame CH* emission (case D1, presented later). A pressure sensor placed
on the injection plane allows us to detect the appearance of unstable flame. For our burner, recent
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results seem to show that local measurement of CH* radicals and pressure emission is not required
in the premixed mode due to the flame homogeneous behaviour [9]. Sampling frequency is set to
6000Hz, even though only low frequencies represent our points of interest.
2.3 Flame conditions used

In this study, methane is used as the reference fuel for equivalence ratios varying from lean stable
flame (φ=0.64) to stable flame (φ=0.75). Waste biogas is composed of %CH4=61, %CO2=34 and
%N2=5. The equivalence ratios used to study the biogas combustion vary from φ=0.68 for the lean
stable flame to φ=0.84 for the stable flame. This biogas contains a large proportion of CO2. Then, in
order to understand the influence of CO2 dilution on flame structures and dynamics, three dilutedmethane-air flames are studied. The dilution rates vary from 0.12 to 0.3 and equivalence ratios vary
from 0.65 to 0.8. For all the flames, inlet velocity is kept constant at 30m/s. Table 1 summarize the
flame conditions.
Methane
Biogas
XCO2=0.12
XCO2=0.2
XCO2=0.3

φ
Type of flame
φ
Type of flame
φ
Type of flame
φ
Type of flame
φ
Type of flame

A
0.64
Lean stable
0.68
Lean stable
0.65
Lean stable
0.65
Lean stable
0.65
Lean stable

B
C
0.66
0.72
Unstable
Slightly unstable
0.69
0.77
Unstable
Slightly unstable
0.68
0.70
Unstable
Unstable
0.68
0.70
Unstable
Unstable
0.68
0.70
Lean stable
instable
Table 1: conditions used and designation

D
0.75
Stable
0.84
Stable
0.75
Slightly unstable
0.75
Slightly unstable
0.75
instable

E
1
2
0.8
Stable
0.8
Stable
0.8
stable

3
4
5

3. Aerodynamics characteristics
The mean velocity field for turbulent methane-air flames obtained at three equivalence ratios, which
correspond respectively to a stable, an unstable, and a lean stable flame are shown below on Figure
2.
Zone of
flame
anchorage

Figure 2: velocity field for, from left to right, case D1, case B1, case A1. z/D0 and R/D0 are respectively the normalized axial distance from the injection
plane and the normalized radial distance from the flow axe.

Each figure presents half a map of the different flame zones. Two of them are recirculation zones,
separated by a third one, which is a shear layer zone where the reaction takes place for high
equivalence ratios. The last one is located far downstream at z/D0>7 and show a homogeneous flow.
It is noted that the flow structure is not drastically affected by the equivalence ratio decrease, and
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thus by the flame stability. For all the combustion conditions, an Internal Recirculation Zone (IRZ)
is present and its existence is due to the high swirl flow and enhanced by the bluff-body [10] [11]. A
large Corner Recirculation Zone is also present (CRZ), due to the sudden widening of the flow
[4][5][12]. Figure 3 provides more quantitative information. This figure shows that the size of the
IRZ is not affected by the decrease of φ [4]. Indeed, whatever the axial distance from the injector
plane z/D0, the normalized velocity U/Um0 measured on the axe of the flow is approximately
constant for the three equivalence ratios. The top of the IRZ can be estimated to approximately
z/D0=7 (where no axial component exist). The plot of the radius of the IRZ Figure 4, i.e. the
position of U/Um0 =0 in the (R/D0, z/D0) plane, shows that this radius is not affected when φ is
changed. More, the surface of the IRZ, represented by the integral of this curve is not affected by φ.
The independence between the flow structure and the equivalence ratio is very important to explain
the flame structure: we can observe that the intensity of combustion has a low impact on the mean
flow structure characteristics. But, even though the mean velocity field is not modified by
equivalence ratio variations, the fluctuations of the velocity are changed when φ is decreased. Only
the results concerning the unstable flame are shown here.

D1
B1
A1

D1
B1
A1

Figure 3: Mean axial velocity measured on the axe of the flow versus
axial distance from the injection plane. Um0 is the maximum of the
velocity in the non-reactive flow

Figure 4: Position of U/Um0=0, i.e. the axial limit of the IRZ

Figure 5, Figure 6, Figure 7 and Figure 8 show the fluctuations and the means of axial and radial
components of velocity for different axial distances, and for the unstable methane-air flame (Um0
and Vm0 are respectively the maximum of the axial velocity and the radial velocity for the nonreacting flow). As shown by the Figure 2, the axial velocity is negative at the top of the CRZ (R/D0
from 1.7 to 2 and Z/D0 from 0.22 to 0.78). In this zone, we notice that the fluctuations of the axial
velocity for z/D0= 0.78 is very high. Also, it is important to note that for an axial distance equal to
z/D0=1.67 (the bottom of the IRZ), the mean of axial velocity is high (near the wall), with very low
fluctuations.
Concerning the radial component of the velocity plot on Figure 8, we can notice that all radial
velocities show positive values, except for the top of the IRZ and the bottom of the CRZ (i.e.
respectively z/D0>2.11 and z/D0<0.44). The area between R/D0=1.25 and R/D0=1.5 is the starting
point of the flame anchorage and show positive values, which increase when axial distance z/D0
increases.
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Figure 5: Fluctuations of axial for different axial distances from injector
plane (case B1)

Figure 6: Fluctuations of radial velocity for different axial distances from
injector plane (case B1)

Figure 7: Mean axial velocity for different axial distances from injector
plane (case B1)

Figure 8: Mean radial velocity for different axial distances from injector
plane (case B1)

4.Stability and flame structure
4.1 MethaneMethane-air flame
Stability domain:

Equivalence Ratio

Stability diagram of flames plotted as a function of air mass flow rates has been determined for an
operating condition of 20°C and 0.1Mpa (Figure 9)
4
6
8
10
12
14
16
18
Whatever the flame structure, the unstable criterion
0.8
0.8
is the appearance of low frequency pressure
Stable flame
fluctuations [13]. The value of this frequency is
0.75
0.75
exactly 16Hz. Three areas can be described on this
diagram:
0.7
0.7
unstable flame
•
The first, at “high” equivalence ratio,
shows a stable flame with no low frequencies
0.65
0.65
pressure fluctuations. Acoustics of combustion
lean stable flame
chamber is only present.
Destabilisation
0.6
0.6
•
The characteristic of the second area is the
Restabilisation
Extinction
apparition
of 16Hz and harmonics frequencies. This
4
6
8
10
12
14
16
18
Air mass flow rate (g/s)
third area shows a lean stable flame until extinction
Figure 9: Stability domain of methane at 20°C-0.1 MPa
•
The third area show a lean stable flame
until extinction
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Methane flame structure:

Figure 10: Integrated axial profile of normalized CH* emission for
the four methane-air flames (case A1, B1, C1, D1)

Figure 10 represents the sum of each line of the
average image, plot along the axial dimension
and normalized by the maximum of the
methane-air flame emission. The stable flame
shows a single reaction zone (only one
maximum can be seen on profile), while the
slightly unstable flame and the unstable flame
show two reaction zones: flame penetrates in the
Corner Recirculation Zone (CRZ) and the axial
profile presents two maxima. The lean stable
flame shows only one reaction zone. Figure 11
shows the corresponding methane-air flames at
four different φ: case (b) end (c) are unstable
flames described above.

(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
Figure 11: Abel transform of methane air flame (a) φ=0.64, (b) φ=0.66, (c) φ=0,72, (d) φ=0,75 (Line 1, case A, B, C, D)

4.2 Biogas - air flame
Stability domain:
0.9

6

8

10

12

0.9

Stable flame

Equivalence Ratio

0.8

0.8

Unstable flame

0.7

0.7

Biogas is composed of: XCO2=0.34,
XN2=0.048, XCH4=0.612. This fuel is a “diluted
gas” and presents a low calorific power.
Globally, the whole stable biogas-air flame
domain takes place at higher equivalence ratio
than the methane-air flame one. This trend can
be related to laminar flame speed and further
details concerning this subject will be given in
the next section [14][15].
Biogas flame structure:

Lean Stable flame

Figure 13 shows flame structure of biogas-air
flames. The three types of flames, already met
with methane-air flames, are also present.
6
8
10
12
Air mass flow rate (g/s)
Only the equivalence ratio of the limits
Figure 12 : Stability diagram for biogas-air flame
between the different shapes is changing.
Concerning the flame structures, it is noteworthy that combustion takes place both in the IRZ and in
the CRZ, even for the stable case. The biogas-air flame shows a weaker anchorage than for the
methane-air one. At φ=0.75 for methane and φ=0.77 for biogas, (respectively case D1 and C2), the
difference between the shapes can be seen on Figure 14 where normalized CH* emission is plotted:
concerning the biogas-air flame, two maxima are present. The methane-air flame shows only a
single reaction zone. One flame is stable (case D1, methane-air flame)) while the other is slightly
unstable (case C2, biogas-air flame). The stable flame of biogas, at φ=0.84 (case D2), shows two
peaks: one is located in the CRZ, the other in the IRZ/CRZ interface. The structure of the stable
biogas-air flame (case D2) is the slightly unstable methane-air flame one (case C1).
0.6

Destabilisation
Restabilisation
Extinction

0.6
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 13: Abel inversion of biogas-air flame (a) φ=0,68 (b) φ=0,69 (c) φ=0,77 (d) φ=0,84 (Line 2, cases A, B ,C, D)
methane D1
methane C1
methane B1
methane A1
biogas D2
biogas C2
biogas B2
biogas A2

1

Normalized CH intensity

0.8

The Figure 14 compares the integrated axial
profiles of methane-air flames and biogasair flames. It has been computed as for the
methane one. Stable flame intensity level is
higher than the methane one. The reason is
that the equivalence ratio is higher [7], thus
methane mass flow rate is also higher (φ is
only determined by the mass flow rate of
methane because other gases are inert).

0.6

0.4

0.2

0

0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

Axial distance z/R

Figure 14: Integrated axial profile of normalized CH* emission for methaneair flames (solid lines, case A1,B1,C1,D1) and biogas-air flame (dashed line,
case A2,B2,C2,D2)

5. Interaction between velocity field, flame structure and stability
As seen above, biogas-air flames present fundamental differences compared with methane-air
flames, especially at lowest equivalence ratio. These differences can be explained using results
concerning the velocity field obtained by LDV and results concerning thermo chemistry computed
with Cantera code and GRI30 mechanism. For a simpler study, biogas is reduced to methane diluted
with CO2 (real gas is composed by CH4, CO2 and a negligible mole fraction of N2). The advantage
is the possibility to vary the dilution rate and to study the effects of CO2 on flame structure and
dynamics.
5.1 Effects of CO2 dilution on flame structure

For the same φ, increasing CO2 mole fraction lead to a decrease of CH* emission and a more
pronounced penetration of the reaction zone in the CRZ. Figure 16 clearly shows this phenomenon:
the highest values of XCO2 (e.g. XCO2=0.3) give two separate reaction zones. One maximum of
CH* emission is located approximately at z/R=2, the other at z/R=5. On the contrary, methane-air
flame (i.e. XCO2=0) gives a single reaction zone located between z/R=2 and z/R=4 with a peak at
z/R=3. The intermediate values of XCO2 show that this is progressively more pronounced as mole
fraction of CO2 increases. These flame shapes can be seen on Figure 15, where all conditions are
presented. This figure shows the diminution of CH* emission when the mole fraction of CO2 is
increased. This phenomenon is more pronounced for leanest flames. The results plotted Figure 17
confirm this evolution. CH* emission is a way of locating the reaction zone and, if it decreases for
the same “fuel” (methane), it means that the reaction intensity also decreases. The diminution of
reaction intensity is then directly linked to φ. These results are consistent with the HIGGINS [7]
ones.
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φ=0,75

φ=0,70

φ=0,68

φ=0,65

XCO2=0,3

XCO2=0,2

XCO2=0,12

φ=0,80

Figure 15: Abel inversion of (CH4+αCO2) – air flames (cases lines 3 ,4 and 5)
0.64
1.1

CH4
XCO2=0.12
XCO2=0.2
XCO2=0.3

Normalized CH emission

0.9
0.8
0.7
0.6
0.5
0.4
0.3

0.66

0.68

0.7

0.72

0.74

XCO2=0.12
XCO2=0.2
XCO2=0.3

1

Normalized CH intensity

1

0.76
1.1

1

0.9

0.9

0.8

0.8

0.7

0.7

0.6

0.6

0.5

0.5

0.2
0.1
0

0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

Axial distance z/R

Figure 16 Integrated axial profile of normalized CH*
emission for φ=0.75 (cases D3, D4, D5)

0.4
0.64

0.66

0.68

0.7

0.72

0.74

0.4
0.76

Equivalence Ratio

Figure 17: Normalized global CH* emission for different mole fraction of
CO2 , cases lines 3, 4 and 5)

Flame structures is directly linked to the laminar flame velocity. Indeed, turbulent flame velocity
can be expressed as a function of laminar flame velocity [16]:
 v' 
ST
= 1+ c  
SL
 SL 

n

The laminar flame velocity decreases when the mole fraction of CO2 increases as shown in Figure
18. Then, the flame cannot be stabilized in high velocity domain and is stabilized downstream. The
methane-air flame reference case shows, for the stable flame (D1) a thin reaction zone in the axial
direction and a well anchored “flame foot”. LDV results (Figure 7) show a positive axial velocity
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for z/D0=1.67 in the zone corresponding to R/D0 from 1.5 to 2 and a negative velocity for
z/D0=0.78. When the equivalence ratio is decreased, the laminar flame speed is also decreased, and
the reaction zone is convected away by the flow. Hence, reaction takes place downstream for
z/D0=1.67 and upstream for z/D0=0.78. The reduction of the size of the reaction zone in the radial
direction is explained by the same phenomenon: LDV results concerning the radial component of
velocity show positive values, except for z/D0<0.44, i.e. in the bottom of the corner recirculation
zone, and for z/D0>2.11, i.e. at the top of the IRZ. The consequence is that when φ is decreased, the
reaction zone is stabilized at a higher radial distance from the flow axe. Another consequence is a
weaker anchorage of the flame (seen Figure 11). For methane and φ=0.75 (D1), the flame is
anchored at approximately r/R0=1.8 (or R/D0=0.9) while for φ=0.72 C1), the flame anchorage is
located at r/R0=2.5.
The same phenomenon explains the flame structure evolution when dilution by CO2 is increased.
Comparison between velocity field and CH* emission image (Figure 19) shows that the reaction
zone is enlarged in the axial direction. The flame is carried away by the flow and, for sufficiently
low equivalence ratio and sufficiently high dilution rate, the two combustion areas are separated by
a non-combustion zone (Figure 15, XCO2=0.3 and φ=0.70, case C5 for example). This noncombustion zone could be explained by a local extinction of the flame due to the high level of
stretch in this area (the flow divergence very important in this zone). The re-ignition of gases could
be due to the high temperature of the hot products recirculation. Figure 18 shows laminar flame
speed computed for different mole fractions of CO2. It shows for example that a flame with a
dilution rate value of 0.3 has the same laminar velocity at φ=0.75 that a flame with a dilution rate
value of 0.1, but with φ=0.7. This equality of the laminar flame speed gives a single flame structure,
which can be seen for cases C3 and D5 on Figure 20.
0.4

0.6

0.8

0.9

1

CH4
CH4+0.1CO2
CH4+0.2CO2
CH4+0.3CO2

0.35

Laminar flame velocity (m/s)

0.7

0.4

0.35

0.3

0.3

0.25

0.25

0.2

0.2

0.15

0.15

0.1

Extinction

0.1
0.6

0.7

0.8

0.9

1

Equivalence Ratio

Figure 18: laminar flame velocity for different mole fraction of
CO2 (computed)

Figure 19: comparison between velocity field and CH* emission

5.2 Effects of CO2 on pressure fluctuations

The criterion used to detect an unstable flame is the
appearance of low frequency fluctuation (16 Hz). The aim of
this section is to present the influence of CO2 on the 16Hz
peak magnitude, and on the pressure signal RMS. Equivalence
ratio of unstable flames can be found on Figure 15: the leanest
flame where two reaction zones are present is the most
unstable flame. The equivalence ratio values of unstable
flames are 0.65 for methane, 0.68 for XCO2=0.12 and 0.2,
Figure 20: comparison between case C3 (left) and
and 0.70 for XCO2=0.3. This study has been conducted with a
case D5 (right)
constant flame dynamics, not at constant equivalence ratio.
Indeed, a constant equivalence ratio for different dilutions gives different flame dynamics: unstable
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normalized magnitude of pressure peak and RMS

0

0.1

0.2

0.3

1

1

0.8

0.8

0.6

0.6

0.4

0.4

16 Hz
RMS

0.2

0.2

0

0
0

0.1

0.2

0.3

mole fraction of CO2

Figure 21: Normalised values of pressure peaks and of RMS of
pressure (unstable flame).

Normalized Sl, Sensibility parameter and RMS of pressure

(light dilution) or lean unstable flames (high dilution). The cases used for this comparison are case
B1, B3, B4 and C5, i.e. the most unstable flames.
1.1

0

0.1

0.2

0.3

1

1.1

1

0.9

0.9

0.8

0.8

Flame velocity
Sensibility parameter
RMS of pressure

0.7

0.6

0

0.1

0.7

0.2

0.3

0.6

mole fraction of CO2

Figure 22: Normalised flame velocity for φ of unstable flame,
sensibility of flame velocity and RMS of pressure.

Figure 21 shows the normalized magnitude of the 16Hz peak for several diluted flames. It clearly
shows a “quasi-disappearance” of 16Hz pressure fluctuations (XCO2=0.2 and 0.3). Then, even
though the 16Hz fluctuations are still measurable, their low values lead to assume that the flame is
not really unstable. It is noteworthy that the normalized pressure RMS decrease linearly with the
addition of CO2, i.e. that energy signal decreases and that there is no energy transfer from 16Hz to
another frequency.
Figure 22 shows the laminar flame velocity and the sensitivity parameter δ =

∂S L0
∂φ

of this laminar

flame velocity at the equivalence ratio at which the unstable flame has occurred. The values are
plotted versus CO2 dilution rate and all of them are normalized by their respective maximum (which
is always for XCO2=0). Evolution of normalized pressure RMS is also plotted. Good accuracy of
the linear fit of the sensibility of flame velocity to φ fluctuations (Figure 22) must be highlighted:
LIEUWEN [17][18] has found that pressure fluctuations are due to the variations of the equivalence
ratio. In lean combustion, a slight variation of φ gives a high variation of flame speed and a periodic
penetration in the Corner Recirculation Zone (CRZ). If the sensitivity parameter decreases, the
magnitude of pressure fluctuations also decreases (and so is for the RMS). In our case δ seems to
be a linear function of the CO2 dilution rate, and its decrease when dilution rate is increased could
explain the decrease of the magnitude of the pressure fluctuations. The parameter δ is plotted
Figure 23. For the range of φ from 0.6 to 0.75, this parameter is approximately constant and shows
that the highest values are at low equivalence ratio (lean flame).
The plot of the values of flame velocity at the equivalence ratio of unstable flames (Figure 22)
shows that, whatever the dilution, the apparition of unstable flame will occur when φ will give a
precise and constant value of a critical laminar flame speed. This phenomenon explains the increase
of equivalence ratio of unstable domain when the addition of CO2 is increased, and, as written
previously, explains the enlargement of the reaction zone. For our burner, the knowledge of laminar
flame velocity of the fuel could be an excellent tool for the prediction of the appearance of the
unstable flame and for the prediction of the energy of pressure fluctuations (RMS).
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Although the far upstream mixing process, the cyclic
penetration of the reaction zone in the CRZ seems to
0.9
be due to light variations of the equivalence ratio
0.8
[4][19]. These variations of φ give high variations of
0.7
laminar flame speed and produce periodic
0.6
penetrations in the CRZ. This instability is self0.5
0.4
sustained by pressure waves that propagate upstream
0.3
[17][18][20]. The high values of axial velocity
0.2
fluctuations close to the wall in the CRZ (Figure 5)
0.1
are consistent with this analysis.
0
0.6
0.7
0.8
0.9
1
To avoid this phenomenon, the mixture supply line
Equivalence Ratio
must be shocked. The upstream pressure would then
Figure 23: Normalised sensitivity of flame velocity to
Equivalence ratio fluctuations
control the mixture mass flow rate, and pressure
waves would then be stopped by the shock wave.
Normalized Sensitivity

1

CH4
XCO2=0.12
XCO2=0.2
XCO2=0.3

6. Conclusion
An experimental study of the combustion of a commonly called “diluted gas” (biogas issued from
waste) has been conducted, and comparisons with methane-air flame have been shown.
The study of stability diagrams has shown that
• Whatever the fuel, three areas can be seen: one, at high equivalence ratio, is a stable flame
area. As the equivalence ratio decreases, the flame becomes unstable and shows low
frequencies pressure fluctuations. Finally, at low φ, the flame is stable again, just before
extinction
• Biogas-air flames (diluted methane-air flames) show the same pattern, but with higher
equivalence ratio values in a narrower range of φ.
The flame structure study has shown that:
• Mean velocity fields don’t depend on φ or CO2 dilution rate
• For the same equivalence ratio, the addition of CO2 implies a strong modification of the
reaction zone location and of the reaction intensity. CO2 addition has a destabilisation effect
on flame structure.
• The main useful parameter to predict the flame structure is the laminar flame speed, which
depends both on φ and on the CO2 dilution rate.
Finally, the study of the flame stability has shown that the 16Hz pressure fluctuation frequency can
be correlated to:
• The cyclic penetration of the reaction zone in the CRZ
• To the δ parameter, which is the laminar flame speed sensitivity to equivalence ratio
fluctuations:
δ=

∂S L0
∂φ

Experimental and computed results show that the lower the equivalence ratio, the more unstable the
flame. CO2 addition has a stabilisation effect on pressure fluctuations.
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